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SI]MMARY

The possíbility of makíng speech vísíb1e has attracted research workers

since the scientífíc investigatíon of speech began. The reasons for this

are not hard to find and are basically related to the synoptic view v¡hich

is obtained by havíng a visual 'hard copy' of an utterance. For many years

nor4¡ speech spectrograms, also known as rSonagramst or tVoice Príntsr, have

been'extensively used as the prímary method of visually displaying speech.

These have found wide acceptance in fíelds as díverse as phonetics and

linguistics, medical diagnosis and, more recently, jurisprudence. Over the

Iast decade the applícatíon of the techniques of digital sígnal processing

to the modelling of the voice productíon process has revolutionised speech

research. From a synthesís viewpoint reasonably realistic speech can no\,r

be produced from a prografl¡mable mícro rchipr and linear predictíon type

analysis has led to a signíficant improvement in the compressibility of

speech. The present sÈudy aríses from the fact that, almost as a by-

product of linear predictíon analysis, ít is possible to obtaín an estimate

of vocal tract shape from the raw speech data. Efficíent algorithns exist

to do this in near real time on general purpose computers. Accordingly a

ne¡r¡ method to dísplay speech is possible and is the subject of this study.

The proposed method produces arr 'areagramt whích displays, ín a format

similar to the spectrogran, the varyíng shape of the vocal tract as a

functíon of time. Instead of frequency as the vertÍcal axis and spectral

density as the grey level the areagram has distance along the vocal tract

and cross-sectional areas respectively.

The areagram is proposed as a complementary di-splay to the spectrogram and

not as a replacement. Features of the spectrogram such as formants and

Iocí are obviously extremely sígnifícant in speech analysis but Lhey are

difficult to relate to articulatory processes. The areagram will provide

just this ínformati.on and as ít can be plotted on the same scale as the

spectrogram a direct comparíson is very easy to make.



In the following study varíous aspects of areagram production and display

are examíned. These include the choice of time series wíndow length and

shape, how to handle random noises and breakdown of the all-pole nodel, the

use of picture processing techniques to ínterpolate dat-a, to enhance

structure and how to assign grey levels or colour to the ímages. These

latter, picture processíng techníques, are shown to apply equally well to

the spectrogram. Finally a comparison of the spectrogram and areagram from

the viewpoínt of their usefulness for vísual recognitíon is made.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND TI{ESIS OUTIINE

Beíng a temporal phenomenon speech ís essentially sequentíal in both

transmission and reception. From the viewpoint of a student of speech the

sequential nature of receptíon and analysis ís very limiting. For example,

it is diffícult to compare in detail many dífferent repetítions of the same

utterance, due to the limitatíons of the human aural memory. The concept

of 'making speech visible' arouse because Lhe semi-parallel nature of human

vísual processing (potent.ially) enables detailed comparison of speech

segments. Another potential advantage of visible speech is that

photographíc ímages are much more convenient for dísplay and publicatíon

than are, for example, magnetic tapes.

Havíng decided upon the desírability of dísplayíng speech vísualIy various

technígues for achíeving thís had to be assessed. Plott.ing sound pressure

as a function of tíme ís an obvious method and easily achieved wíth a

mícrophone, amplífier and pen-recorder. t{hílst useful for comparing

tenporal structure and utterance duratíon it was soon realized that the

same utterance from dífferent speakers could appear very dissinilar in this

tíme series display. A frequency domain display was found to be much more

consistent in thís regard and commercial systems to produce short term

spectral analysis became common in the 1950rs. Rather than display plots

of the short term spectral estimates these devices used íntensity

modulatíon to show spectral povrer as a grey scale with time as the

horizontal axis and frequency as the vertical. Thus was born the speech

spectrogram, also known as a 'Sonagram' or rVoíce Print'If]. Although

beginning to be replaced by digital technology, using the FFT (Fast Fourier

Transform) algorithm, many of these analog machines are still ín use. The

spectrogram, whether digital or analog, ís still the rniversally used

vísible speech display.
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The possíbíIity of deríving the shape of the vocal tract dírectly from the

received speech was due to two símultaneous developments. These were the

development of an acoustic model of the vocal tract as a series of tubes of

constant cross-sectional area lZrZl and the parallel development of a

linear prediction model for speech prediction [415]. Tyíng these two

approaches together enabled the direct estímation of vocal tract areas.

The .proposal to be examined in the present study is to use one such

formulatíon (due to t{akita 16l) to derive vocal tract areas and to dísplay

these as tpicturesr wíth the area plotted as a grey scale. The other

parameters, time and distance along the tract , axe plotted on the x and y

axes respectively. The resulting pícture is an 'areagram'.

It is not intended that the areagram replace the spectrogram as the

standard form of vísible speech. Rather the areagram will provide a

complement to the spectrogram and the two should be used together. The

spectrogram wíIl províde information on signal intensíty and vocal tract

resonances ('formants') whilst the areagram will provide símultaneous

information on the variatíon of the vocal tract.

There are many areas of the study of speech that have a requirement for

such a type of display. These include phonetic and linguistíc studies,

speech analysis and synthesis research, medical diagnosis of speech

problems and the teaching of the deaf.

The thesis contents are now outlíned. In chapter 2 the concept of the

areagram is presented and the problems associated with their production are

briefly díscussed. An outlíne of the production process is then given.

More details are given in the appendíx and the relevant sections of

subsequent chapters. , In chapters 3 and 4 some of the deficencies of the

model used to obtain area functions are addressed. Effects consídered in

chapter 3 include wíndow lengths and shapes and the interactíon of these

with glottal waveform periodicities. The effects of random noíses,
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silences and non-voiced speech are considered in chapter 4. The all pole

model used in línear prediction breaks down for non-voiced speech and

techníques to detect and compensate for this are discussed. fn chapter 5

techníques for enhancing the vísual dísp1ay of the articulatory data are

descríbed. These ínclude interpolation, varíous two dímensional filters

and techniques for grey level and colour assignment. To test the

effectiveness of areagrams in visual speech classification an experíment

usíng a database of test utterances and human observers is described ín

chapter 6. The areagram and spectrogram, both grey-level and colour, are

compared from this viewpoint. FinaIIy, ín chapter 7, the overall

usefulness of the areagram is assessed and suggestions for further work

made.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERATING AREAGRAMS FROM TI{E SPEECH TI}ÍE SERIES

To produce estimates of vocal tract shape the model of Wakíta 1,6) is used.

This is a so-called autocorrelaÈion non-pitch synchronous algoríthn derived

by using an inverse filter model of the vocal tract. Due to the fact that

the åutocorrelation matríx is Toeplitz a fast inversion algorithm for ít

exísts t7]. ft is this aspect, coupled with the fact that it is fairly

ínsensitíve to pitch impulse position (but see chapter 3), that makes

computatíon of the vocal tract area functíon (VTAF) by l{akítars method so

fast. The inverse dígital filter is alL-zero and the ínverse fíltering

techníque (essentially) is to adjust the posítion of the zetos untíI the

output of this fílter, wíth the received speech signal as input, has a flat

spectrum. thís flat spectrum is posited (e.g. [8]) to be a good

approximation to the glottal excitation, either impulse train or white

noise. Thís inverse aLL-zero fílter is equivalent to an all-pole fílteríng

of the glottal waveform. In turn this ís equivalent to linear prediction

analysis [9,t0] ana iÈ ís usual to refer to all these classes of dígital

models as 'all-poIe' or 'línear predictionr írrespective of theír actual

formulation.

2.I THE BASIC AREAGRAM

Suppose the speech waveform is sampled at f" points per second. After a

buffer or 'wíndow' of length N* samples is obtained a VTAF estimate can be

made. The cross-sectional area is estimated at Nf+l 
"q..i-spaced 

points on

the vocal tract wherê N, is the number of fíIter coefficients used in the

model. Thís is approximately 16 for a sampling frequency f" =16 kHz. It

should be noted that an assumption has to be made about either the glottal

or the labial areas in linear prediction models. In thís study a constanl
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glottal area is assr:¡ned. At íntervals of N" samples a new estimate of the

VTAtr. ís made. Usually N"aN* so wíndow overlap occurs. Thus a sequence of

T VTAF estimates is made as a function of tíme. These may be thought of as

a matrix A given by:

a

a
a

11
27
31

a
a
tz at3
22

"'"17

A

(2.1)

where a is the area estimated at position i for the jth wíndow of data.ij

The proposal considered in the present study is to plot A "" a grey-level

(or colour) image. The element a.. ís represented as a grey dot of

intensíty proportional to the value of urj at positíon (j,i) on a cathode

ray screen. The glottis is plotted at the bottom of each subpicture and

the 1íps at the top.

Fígure 2.1 shows the results of plotting a matríx A obtaíned from analysis

of the spoken digíts, 'onet and ttwot etc. There are'a number of obvíous

deficíences in this display. These include:

(1) Image ís too small and thín to see much structure.

(2) rPulsating' areas can be seen when the speech is nearly stationary

(..g. final phoneme in'two').

(3) Very wíde lip areas are seen where they should not occur. Examples

are the /t/ ofttwo' and for some points between the utterances.

(4) grey scale is too dark.
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FIG.2.1 Raw areagram of spoken digits tone - two - three'' Each subpicture
(A,B,C,D) ís of 1 second duratíon' Lips are at top'

figure 2.1 but reprocessed in colour,
compensation and adequate windowing'

FIG.2.2 Sa¡ne

inLerpo lation,
data as
f ri ca Èive

wíth
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Eiguxe 2.2 shows the same data reprocessed and shown as a colour image.

Uuch of the rest of thís thesis ís concerned with seeing how to transform

figure 2.7 to fígure 2.2. The points raísed above, and others ,will all be

examíned ín detail in subsequent chapters.

Interpretation of figure 2.2 in artículatory terms is quite

straíghtforward. For example the steady faírly l-ong segments seen in

subpictures C and D are the vowel parts ofrtwot andtthreer respectívely.

For the phoneme /u/ of''two'the cenLral part of the vocal tract ís is open

with the upper (labial) and lower (velar) parts constricted. This

corresponds to the known artículation of this vowel. The phoneme /í/ of.

tthreet is quíte J-ong, stable and closed in the alveolar regíon. This is

also as expected. ft seems then that thís display method enables

artículatory information, at least for vowels, to be easily observed.

Fígure 2.3 gives an overall view of the software package produced for this

study. thís was ínítialty written in FORTRAN to run on a mini-computer

system but was rewrítten and greatly expanded ín Pl/I when processing was

transfered to a maínframe system. Most aspects of the package shown in

fígure 2.3 are covered in the relevaut chapters. The data acquisítion and

time series editing modules are descríbed in Appendix A.



MODULE 1 MODULE 2 MODULE 3

INPUT
RE-

PROCESSING

MODULE 4a

MODULE 5

IMAGE

PROCESSING

LINEAR
PRE -
DICTION

SPECTRAL

ANALYSIS

MODULE 4b

STORAGE

DISPLAY

EDITINGDATA

AQUISITION

Fisure 2.3 OVERALL VIEW OF PROCESSING FACILITY
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CHAPTER 3

CORRECTING TI{E AREAGRAM FOR TIME SERIBS IWINDOI,]' ET'FECTS

The phenomenon discussed in this chapter íIlustrates the usefulness of the

areagram ín providíng a synoptíc view of speech; in this case enabling the

detectíon of a pathological condition caused by a 'beatíng' between the

time series wíndow and the computation interval. This effect can cause

very serious errors in vocal tract estimatíon but can be easily suppressed

as díscussed below. It is ínteresting to note that this error was firsL

noticed in an areagram of a female speaker and had not been noticed ín

earlier areagrams of the same utterance by male speakers. Thís was simply

due to the near coincidence of the male pítch period and the samplíng

interval. However gross errors were present in the male areagrams but had

not been noticed due to the longer períod of pulsation for male speech.

Thís observatíon has some cautíonary implícatíons for those speech workers

who continually avoíd usíng female speakers

Much of thís chapter ís based on a paper "Quasi-Periodic Instability in a

Linear Prediction Analysis of Voíced Speech" by Nichol and Bogner [11]. fn

thís paper sectíon III was written rnainly by the second author and the

remaining sectíons mainly by the fírst author. The original section IfÏ

has been somewhat ex¡randed below. A copy of the origínal paper ís included

as an insert.

3. 1 EXPERIIÍENTAL RXSUITS

As noted ín figure 2.7 of the prevíous chapter, and apparent in figure 3.1

of this chapter, parts of areagrams can show a quasi-períodic fluctuation.

These occur during the vowel segments of the utterance. However vowels

segments are supposedly the most stable parts of speech and ít seems
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unlikely that thís pulsation reflects the actual behaviour of the vocal

tract. Figure 3.2(a) and (b) support this víewpoint. These are the time

series and waterfall plot of VTAITs for the vowel /ae/ fuom the word rbad'

ín figure 3.1. The time series here, and for all other vowels of thís

speaker, is remarkably stationary. fn figure 3.2(b) the areas vary by a

ratío of approxímately 10:1 (in waterfall plots the square root of Lhe area

is dísplayed).

A clue to the cause of these pulsations is given by comparing the pitch

For thísperíod N of the speaker wíth the computation interval N'p
example the parameters shown in table 3.1 appJ-y.

TABLE 3.1

c

Sampling frequency

Tíme series window length

Computatíon ínterval

Nunber of inverse filter coefs.

Pítch períod (observed)

Pulsation period (observed)

f
s

N
w

N
c

Nf

8792 Hz

64 samples

64 samples

I

48 -;amp1.es

254 samples

(7.81 mS)

(7.81 nS)

Np
(s.85 ms)

(31 mS)

The dífference between the computational interval and the observed pitch

períod is such that samples of equal 'phase' will be separated by

approximately 31.2 mS, whích is very close to the observed period of

pulsation. This suggests that the pulsations are an artifact arising front

beating between the computatíon interval N" and the pitch Períod Nn-

As mentioned ín the íntroduction this phenomenon had not been observed on

previous occasions when areagrams lvere produced by male speakers repeating

the same utt-erance. This suggests that this is a pitch sensitíve effect.

As discussed ín chapter 2 the l{akita formulatíon of linear predíction

modelling is not pítch synchronous so whilst the total number of glottal
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impulses occurring in each data window ís constant (for constant pitch

períod) the relatíve position of the impulses ín each window wíll change

unless, by accident, the computation interval is equal to the pitch

períods. If the time series window is uniform this wí1l not affect the

autocorrelation or subsequent area function computatíon. However it is

customary to use a Hanníng window to weíght the tíme-series, not only for

VTAF calculation, but also for spectral analysis. Thus the relatíve

posítíon of the pitch ímpulse, or more correctly the ímpulse response,

wíthin a wíndow may be significant. The effect of changing the relatíve

posítions of the impulses within a Hanníng window will now be discussed.

3.3 ANATYSIS OF I,T¡INDOI,ü POSITION EFFECTS

To develop an undersÈandíng of the effects of window positíon on VTAI

estimates a second order (two-junction, three-section) nodel is used. This

is clearly a grossly simplified model but it does facílítate an

undersÈandíng of the effect and produce an estimate of error comparable to

the observed one. The model ís shown ín figure 3.5. It wiII be shown

below that, ignoring a phase term and a constant multíplier, the impulse

response to a second order model is of the form:

h(n) Rn cos n u T¡ [ = 0r7r2.... (3.1)

A Hanning window ís of the form:

t/(n)
2n(n-d)

0.5 + 0.5 cos
N

td

-N
!Í

N

n=
2

to
2

v/ (3.2)
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where d ís the delay or offset of the window. It ís assumed that N* is

Large compared wíLh 7/ (r-1) i.e. the effectíve decay tíme of the ímpulse

response. Also, âs usual ín linear predíction analysis, no ímplícit

glottal shapíng ís incorporated (see chapter 4). Thus the speech sígnal

s(n) is ídentical to h(n).

In fígure 3.3 the effects of the wíndow positíon on s(n) are shown for

different values of the delay d. For the centred case (figure 3.3a) the

wíndow has líttle effect but when the impuì-se occurs ear:Iy in the window

(figure 3.3b) the windowed speech is effectívely undamped.

Figure 3.1¡íllustrates how the window shape can almost completely remove

the speech dampíng. In this case the window is given by:

tù (n) 0.s I
2n

1 * cos --- (n'61) l
728

(3.3)
d

and the exponential is R r1n wíth R = 0.014 and 11 = L.26. The number R

and 11 produce a good approximatíon to the window. Thus for speech of the

form

s (n) r n cosnul (s. +¡
s

the window wíll produce the observed speech form (for r"(1):

s*(n) = s(n) I,/u(n) = R(r"rr)t .o" n u¡ T (3.s)

This product r"11 is the effectíve damping coefficíent for the observed

speech s*(n). For speech sampled at 10 kHz the value of r" ís líkely to be

in the range of 0.985 to 0.900 for formants with 50 to 300 Hz bandwidth.

For the example given the effective damping coeffícíent will be greater

than unity. Even if not greater than unity signíficanL errors clearly can

arise due to Èhe window. The effects of thís error on the area estímates
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wíIl now be discussed.

Fígure 3.5a shows a two-junction acoustic tube model of the vocal tract.

Denote the cross-sectional areas from the glottis to lips by az,

respectively. The volume velocity reflection coeffícients

related to the areas ty [fZ]:

a--am-l m

ate

a1 and ag

u and'm

pm (3.6)
+a

m- 1

Total reflectíon ( p = 1) is assumed at the lips; thís is equivalent to a

further tube of ínfínite area. For ease of analysis all delays in the

model are associated v¡ith the backwards travellíng wave in each section.

These assumptions allow the acoustic model to be replaced by the signal

flow graph of figure 3.5b. The glottal and líps flow are denoted by u, and

ul respectively. Label the modes in figure 3.5b from 1 (upper left) to 8

(lov¡er left) by proceeding clockwise around the graph and denote the mode

value of the jth mode by Iüj. Analysis of the graph then shows that the hlrs

are related by:

m

(1+p2) tÌr (n)

wz (n)

(l+pr) f,/s(r) + pt Id5(n)

I./¿ (n- 1)

-Ur lrls(n) + (1-prr) l{s(n)

I,/6 (n- 1)

-F¡z lrlr (n) + ( 1-pz ) l{z (n)

wa(n)

tlr (n) =

w2 (n) =

Ws (n) =

Wa (n) =

LIs (n) =

Llo (n) =

Llz (n) =

We (n) =

ur(n) =

un(n)

(3. 7)

Solvíng these in the usual manner shows that, in z-transform notatíon, the

transfer function H(z) is gíven by:
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H(z) ur(z) ltJr{z)

(1+pr) (l+pz)
(9. s)

| - z-Lpt (1-t¡z) -=-2Vz

From (3.6) the equivalent expressíon ín terms of cross-sectional areas ís:

4aga1
H(z)

(a¡+a1) (afa2)

1

(3.e)

H(z)

2^z a9-a1 aI'42
) (-----) -z-2(-----)

ag*a1 a1Ía,
7 - z-7(

ar*a2

The required impulse response can now be obtained-

Putting c = (1+¡rr)(1+p2), d.= Ur(l-Ur) and e = F, ínto (S.e) gíves:

c 22

H(z)
(z-a)(z-þ)

II(z)
z2-dz-e

If the roots of the denominator of (3.10) are d and p then equívalently

c
o

(s. ro¡

(g.tt)

(s. rz)
where

and
l

Expandíng (3.11) by partíal fractions gíves

ü

p

= d/2-

= d/2+ -e-d 4

B z
II(z) c t 1

(3. 13)
a-þ z-a o-F z-F

0fz

The imputse response is given, as usual, by comparing coefficients of h(n)
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and the series expansion of the ríght hand side of (3.13). This yields:

h(n)
c

I
o-p

n+1
d pt*l l (9. t¿)

(3. 16)

(3. 17)

(9. ts)

From (3. t2)

conjugates.

n20.

it is clear that either u and B are real or else complex

Supposíng the latter and putting d = r.í'T ir,ao (3.14) gives:

s ín (n+1)urT
h(n) (3. 1s)

sin t¡T

From (3.12) and

ncr

where T is twice the time each way delay in each section

replacíng a, b and c gíves:

h(O) rn
sin (n+1)urT

h(n)
sin t¡T

where

4asa1
h(0) (1+pr) (l+pz)

(as+a1) (afa2)

a2-aL
12

and

-l^lz
az*at



cos uT

t4-

-1
-- t¡r(1+Pz)
2x

(3. 1e)

Apart from a constant multiplier and a phase term the impulse response of

(3.15) ís of the same form as (A.t). ft is clear from 3.18 Èhat the

damping coefficient r is dependent only on the reflection coefficienL at

the junctíon closest to the glottis. IÈ should be noted that íf ¡t2<0 then

the roots q and F of (3.12) are real and the response ís not oscillatory.

This case ís thus not of interest in the present study.

To apply thís model to a realístic sízed vocal tract each section ís put

equal to half the length of a vocal tract i.e. about 9 cm. For a sampling
_4

rate of 10 kllz thís is equivalent to an each way delay of 3 x 10 s. The

delay T in the second order model descríbed above thus becomes 6 x 10-a s.
_6

The delay terms in figure 3.5b become z and the second order model

becones a twelth order one. Thus, in the transfer function expressíon

-1 -6gíven by (3.8), z should be replaced by z The denominator in the

equivalenÈ expression to (3.11) thus has factors resulting in 6 poles.

However the base pole of each factor ís stíll z = t "í'T.

From (3.18)

l*12
a2 ã1 (3.20)

7-12

From this
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4r
(3.21)

ðr a1 1-14

and

1 Ða1 -4r
(3.22)

ã1 Ðr a2 7-r4

Thus the proportional varíatíon of a2 ot ãL, when the other is held

constant, becomes very great as r + 1. As seen above the effect of

windowing can be to cause the apparent value of r to approach and even

exceed uníty. Letting r nìove from 0.90 to 0.99 wí11, from 3.20, produce a

varíatíon of a2fa1 from 9.53 to 99.5. Clearly thís effect will cause area

variatíons as large as those noted ín sectíon 3.2.

To' compleÈe thís section note that

phenomenon and thus d(cos uT) = 0 when

UJT is not affected by the windor'r

(3.19) is differentíated. Hence

t
ag a1 cos t¡T (3.23)

I

a2

àuz

7*x2

and

1 äa6 7-12
I

a r(1+r2)
(g.zt+)

r0 ðr 1

The second junction area ratíos are thus not strongly influenced by r. For

more complicated vocal tract shapes the effects are more complex. However

this model appears to adequately explaín the observed effect,

quantitatively as well as qualitatívely. A prevíous study [13] showed that

under moderate variatíon of the pole dampings in a five pole signal the

resultant VTAtr' retained its gross features, but underwent a gradual smooth

change.
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3.3 EXPERI}ÍENTAT DIAGNOSIS

To show, under more controlled conditíons, the experimentally and

theoretically demonstrated sensitivity of the linear predicted VTAF to

ímpulse position, synthetic vowels were generated usíng an 8 pole (four-

formant) nodel. The pole posítíons and bandwidths were those measured by

Fant [74f for Russian vowels. These are shown in table 3.2.

VoweI

TABLB 3.2

First formant Second formant Third formant Fourth form

Frequency Bandwidth F. B. F. B. F. B

3470
3500
3700
3220
3320

/ ael
/e/
/r/
//
/^/

6L6
432
222
510
237

57
39
60
s4
69

1072
1959
2244

900
615

72
95
75
6s
50

2430
2722
3140
2400
2375

130
770
240
100
110

776
325
230
135
115

Fígure3.6 shows plots of Lhe VTAtr''s obtained for t};.e voweL /ae/ when the

pitch períod N_ ís equal to the computatíon interval N_. In each column ofpc
figure 6 the impulse occurs ín a dífferent portion of the Hanning wíndow

(N" = N"). Rememberíng that this waterfall plot shows the square root of

area it ís clear that the variation in area observed ís very simíIar to

that for real speech. fn thís case however no variatíon occurs with time

as the 'phase' of the ímpulse is constant and consequently so ís the

(apparent) value of the damping coefficient r. llhen the nexus between

pítch period and computation interval is broken the 'phaset changes with

time and variations occur with time for all vowels as shown in figure 3.7 .

Not all vowels are as susceptible to this effect as /ae/, but thís is to be

expected in víew of their different damping coefficíents. Thís has also

been noted Ín real speech. fn fígure 3.7 Np = 0.8 N" and the pulsation

period is similar to that observed in the fernale speaker of fígure 3.1.

For male speakers Nn is much closer to the N" used ín the present study;

hence the pulsation effect is not nearly as noticable as only one complete
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cycle may occur in a given vowel segment. Errors of the same magnitude ín

r (and hence area) wíII stíll be occurríng but may not be notícable. This

ís undoubtably the reason why thís effect was first noticed ín female

speech. However by increasing N., the pulsation effect can be induced in

male speech.

3.4 SUPPRESSING T}IE FTUCTUATIONS

Two obvious 'curest for this problem are, firstly, usíng a uniform wíndow

and, secondly, increasing the window length. Both do alleviate the problem

but both have their penaltíes. The first wíIl tend to cause fluctuatíons

in the autocorrelation function estimaÈes r(j). Essentially this is because

only a few sample points are used for the longest shifts and thus estímates

of r(j) for large j are unreliable. Apart from this effect the estimates

of r(j) are índependent of ímpulse posítion and the pulsations are

suppressed. In the second method several ímpulses are included in each

window and the overall ínfluence of any one ímpulse is correspondingly

reduced. The cost ís a decrease ín time resolution. Figure 3.8 shows the

effect of increasíng window length (to 3.5 t¡p) on the same synthetic speech

used ín fígure 3.6. Clearly the effect of rphaser of the impulse ís

suppressed by thís techníque.

Figure 3.9 shor¿s the origínal areagram data reprocessed with a windorv

length of 3.t 
"n. 

Most pulsation effects have been removed. After

considerable experimentation the second approach was adopted as standard

for the areagram presentations. Basically this ís because windows longer

than N are still needed for the first approach in order to suppress the
p

fluctuations due tot increased errors in r(j). Thís means that tíme

resoluËion is also reduced wíth this technique. A Hanning window is

preferred to maintain commonalíty with the spectral analysís window.
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CHAPTER 4

SIIPPRESSING ANAMOTOUS TRACT SIIAPES DUE TO RANDOM NOISES AND SPECTRAI
ZEROS

ft was noted in Chapter 2 t-}l.aL unrealisÈícalIy high labio-dental areas were

sometimes obtained using the t{akita algorithn. fn this chapter it is shorvn

that two classes of sources produce these anomolous areas. The fírst of

these are random noises which may inadvertantly occur during the rsilencesl

between utterances. The second class is produced by non-glottal speech

sounds, such as frícatives, which have zeros in their spectra. As the

first class are non-articulatory sounds there is no point in computing

their VTAF's. Fortunately these sounds can be easíly detected by computing

a runníng measure of signal energy and the area function computation can be

stopped when this measure is below a threshold. The second class is a

little more difficult as they consist of real speech sounds such as

fricatives and stops which the (fíníte) all-pole model cannot accommodate

as their spectra contains zeros. Clearly a complete solution to thís

problem requíres the development of a more general speech model and is thus

outside the scope of the present study. To alleviate thís problem an

algorithm to detect this class of sounds is descríbed. However rather

than, as for the random noises, not computing the areas at all during such

segments it ís suggested that the speech pre-emphasis (i.e. pre-whitening)

be modified before VTAtr' computatíon. This leads to more realístic areas

and improves the areagram appearance. 0f course ít is not suggested that

these areas are now exact (ttris would require that the zeîos be modelled as

weII as the poles) but that they are significantly better estírnates than

the pre-emphasised values .

Before describing the algoríthms

díscussion of the observed VTAF's

and examining theír effectiveness some

and their correspondíng spectra ís gíven.
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4.T OBSERVED SPECTRA AND AREAS

Figure 4.2 shows waterfall plots of the areas calculated from the tíme

seríes shown in figure 4.1. The utterance shown is the wordtbeat' spoken

by a male subject. In figure 4.2 asLerisks show some of the anornolous VTAtr'

estimates. Clearly those occurring before the utterance do not correspond

to real articulatíons but seem (after listening to the recordíngs) to arise

from'background noíse, tape híss, microphone clicks etc. This class will

be referred to as 'random noises'. rn figure 4.2 a second region of

anomolous areas can be seen. These correspoûd to the /t/ consonant in thís

utterance. These VTAI estímates are clearly anomolous because they imply

Iíp to glottis area ratios of around 100: 1 (waterfall plots show the sguare

root of area) and the growth is almost monotonic. This ís contrary to the

observed vocal tract shape for this stop. Very simíIar, but equally

anomolous, VTAF's are seen for nearly the whole range of fricative and

stops. Thus, besides /tl, the other stop consonants /d/ and /gl, the

voiced fricatíves /v/, /â/, /?/ and /z/ and voíceless fricatíves /f/, /O/,

/s/ ar.d /Í/ aLL produce anomolous areas. The voiceless fricaÈíve /h/ does

not appear Èo produce this effect and the voíced fricatíves sometimes

appear as an íntermediate form. That is the anomolous lip area ís

superposed on a reasonably shaped vocal tract. These observatíons strongly

suggest that it is the position of the source whích ís producing the

anomoly [15]. Thís second class of sources will b'e referred to as the

t fricative class I .

It should be noted that the areas produced by the classes are somewhat

different. The random noises produce a monotonically increasing WAf' but

the fricatives tend to be more irregular and have a final (Iip) area which

is less than the previous one. ft should also be noÈed that some of the

first class of areas appear to be alnost perfect exponentíal horns. Some

speculation on this is given below. These results are s¡.rnmarísed in

table 4.1.
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TABTE 4.1

Clas s Source Area Function Spectnrm

Type 1 Random, non speech a1)a2)ag)....> ailr Hígh
range
enhancement

Type 2 Fricatíves, stops a1(a2)as)....) ". mid and
high range
enhancement

AIso shown in table 4.I are the observed character of the spectra. Thís

character may be seen in figure 4.3 which shows the short term spectral

estimates for the waveform sho¡vn in fígure 4.1. As usual ín computing

speech spectra the tíme series was differenced to emphasíse the higher

frequencíes [16]. The same practíce is employed before computing the

autocorrelation functíon in the VTAI' calculation. Thus the all-pole

model1íng has to produce spectra similar to those shown in figure 4.3. The

reasons and desírabílity of thís pre-emphasís are díscussed below in

section 4.3. Before discussing this some speculation on the orígin of

these anomolous shapes is gíven.

4.2 EXPONENTIAI HORN

It h¡as noted above that the class 1 (random noises) anomolíes r{ere

sometimes exponential and it is interesting to speculate why thís should

be. Some insíght ínto thís can be gaíned by considering the ease of a wave

propagating down an acoustic exponential horn.

For the case of a correctly termínated horn (and thus with propagatíon only

in the positíve direction) the pressure P and volume velocity V are given

as a function of dístance (x) and tíme (t) by [17]:
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DZ
I- -(ipr¡/Jso) C* exp[i x

-a 2

(1 )'
h

f

f;ìË
c

V

x
iut--l

h
(4.1)

c

and

1

hc

2

Jso
C* exp [i

where u,¡ = 2nf ís the angular lvave frequency,

aíx, p the densíty, C* the wave amplitude

the orígin and dístance x respectively.

exponential expres sion :

So exp 2x/h

The acoustic impedance is thus given by:

z Plv

x
-iurt--l

h (4.2)

c the velocity of sound in

and S and S are tube areas at
o

These areas are reÌated by an

(4.3)

(4.4)

various values of

but for finite h

characÈeristic

s

A

prn

c

h

Fígure 4.4 shows the variation of ZO wíth frequency for

h. Forh+æ

the impedance

frequency).

the impedance is constant with frequency,

decreases with frequency (above the

Thus the observed shape of the vocal tract (h"0.07) appears to arise

because the model is tryíng to match the (observed) rísing spectrum. The

more complex shape of class 2 anomolies no doubt reflects their more

complex spectrum (mid-range as well as high frequency enhancement).
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An exanination is now made of the. rationale for pre-emphasis in VTAF

computatíon.

4.3 SPECTRAL PRE-EMPHASIS

The model of the vocal tract used in linear predíction analysís does not

explicitly íncorporate glottal shaping or líp radiatíon ímpedance. It does

these implícitly by the following strategem [tg]. Denote the glottal

excitation by E(z), the glottal shaping by G(z), vocal tract transfer

function by V(z) and 1íp radiatíon model by t(z). The receíved speech is

then given (ín z-transform notation) by:

s (z) E(z) c(z) v(z) L(z) (4.s)

G(z) is approximated by a tqro pole filter of the form:

1

c(z)
(1

"'cT ":ryz
(4.6)

and the lip radíatíon is assumed to be approximately 6dB/octave and gíven

by:

L(z) = !-z-r (4.7)

fn equatíon 4.6 the product c T, where c ís the speed of sound and T is the

sampling ínterval, ís typícally of the order 0.03 and so .-" T is

approximately unity. Substitutine (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.1) thus gives

the approximate solutíon:

s (z) E(z) V(z) (t-z-t¡-r (4.8)
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The usual technique is to define a tpre-emphasístfilter to be applied to

the sampled speech and given by:

P(z) Q-z-t7 (4.e)

and hence:

P(z) s (z) E(z) Y(z) (4. 10)

Thus if the receíved speech S(z) is pre-emphasísed by P(z) then the white

noise model of chapter 2 (the ríghL hand side of (4.10)) will hold.

The pre-emphasis is accomplíshed by differencíng the speech tíme seríes.

That is by computing:

x(n) = s(n)-s(n-1) (4.rr)

The present chapter is concerned with cases where the implicít assumptions

Ieadíng to pre-enphasís do not hold. Thus the resultant area anomolíes may

be partially ascribed to the inclusíon of glottal shaping G(z) for class 2

sounds when this ís not in fact appropríate. A techníque to automatícally

recognise and partially correct for these effects is descríbed. However,

as mentioned above, a complete solution will have to await the development

of a more comprehensive vocal tract model.

4.4 VARIABIE PRE.EMPHASIS AND RANDOM NOISE DETECTION

From the above discussion ít is clear that pre-emphasis ís not only

unnecessary but also delíterious for non-glottal sources. Accordi.ngly, at

the very least, pre-emphasis should be removed for frícatives and stops.

In the case of random background noise no computation of VTAI''s should be

nade at all. What is required is thus both varíable pre-emphasis and
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'random noise detectiont . The first of these requirements has been

suggested by other workers Ifg] but wíth somewhat different emphasis.

Theír major ínterest was linear prediction spectral analysis and they were

concerned wíth the spectral shapes resulting from pre-emphasis. Their

basic conclusíons and those of the present study are ín agreement however.

As random noise ís not a problem for spectral analysis (the total energy ín

background noise ís small) a different approach has been developed for the

present vocal tract shape study.

The followíng algorithm ís included ín module 3 to detect and classífy both

fricatíves and random noises. The flow chart for this program is shown in

fígure 4.5.

(1) Each rwindowt of tine seríes data TDATA is sent for testing before

,evaluating the vocal tract area function. The data ís unweighted and

non pre-emphasised.

(2) Two pattern recognition 'features' are extracted from the samples

in TDATA. These are the variance X.,, and a measure of hígh frequency

signal X". These are calculated over a subset of TDATA; ví2, the N"

data poínts s(n) centred on the midpoint of TDATA. The ídea of this is

that the results of this analysís wílI be centre weighted and thus

fairly índependent of wíndow lengths. Thís can be important for long

windows which, as seen in chapter 3, can cover several computíon

intervals. Thus:

Xv I'**'/'- 
t

n=nt-N"r,

T'*N"/z-1
n=nt -Nar,

(" (n) m.n'
2) (4.12)

¿¡nd

\{ (s(n) - s(n-1))2 (4.13)
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where n' ís the centre of the current window and n ís the mean of thísnt

window. Obviously X" í" a measure of high freguency content as it is

the same form as a pre-emphasis fílter.

Conceptually these features can be plotted ín a two dimensíonal feature

space as shown in fígure 4.6. Bach new block of data generates a point

ín this space.

X". As seen in figure 4.6 Vo>O and H2>H1)0.

Various sub-regions of feature space are determined by these thresholds

and the current speech segment ís classified accordíng into which sub-

region ít falls. The classes are shown ín t-abJ.e 4.2

TABLE 4.2

(3) Díscriminatíon is

are defíned for both

TYPE

A. No sígnal

B. Fricative

based on the followíng

features. These are Vo

TEST

x<vvo
(xv>vo)^(XutHr)

principles. Thresholds

for X' and H1 and H2 for

ACTION

Suppress VTAF conputíon

Minimum
pre-emphasís

C. Non-voiced speech (X >V )^(\<H1) Maximum
pre-emphasis

D. Indetermínate (Xv>Vo ) 
^ 

(H 1.<Xr(Hz ) Variable
pre-emphasis

For classes B, C and D the pre-emphasis ís implemented by computing the new

time series:

x(n) s(n) - y s(n-l)

where OSy1<1<y251.

For the case D y is gíven by:

(4.14)
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-Hr )
-lt) / (Hz-Hr) (4.1s)

For cases B and C values of 1 are Y, and Y, respectívely.

Many different values for the thresholds, and for the pre-emphasís limits

y1 and ,{2, were tríed. Figure 4.7 shows the results of using various

values for y (that ís Tr ='{2 = Y) on the data shown in figure 4.1. ft is

interestíng to note that for y = 0, that is no equalísation, the

exponential shapes of figure 4.2 change into nearJ-y uniform tubes. As seen

ín figure 4.7 the non pre-emphasised spectra for these segments ís Lhen

almost flat. Thís is what would be expected fr:om equation (4.4) because

wíth h = o the impedance of an exponential tube is constant with frequency.

After much experimentation the values shown ín table 4.3 were used for the

remainder of this study. Obviously these thresholds depends on the

particular equípment used.

TABIE 4.3

V
o

1.0

H1

.05

Hz Yr 'tz

.07 .3 .9

Little change in these values was found to be requíred for the present

experimental set-up when new data was added to the data base. However a

facílity Èo test the new data by evaluating Xn and X' for sequential blocks

was íncluded in module 4 and routinely used before analysis.

Fígure 4.8 shows the same data as fígure 4.2 processed using the values

shown ín luabl.e 4.4, Nearly all evidence of anomoly has been removed.

Figure 4.9 shows an areagram representation of this sa¡ne utterance with the

upper two frames showing the effect of non-variable pre-ernphasís and the

Iower two the results of varíab1e pre-emphasis. The straight forward

techniques described ín this chapter appear adequate to produce

satisfactory areagrams .
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FIG.4.9 Subpictures A and B have consÈanL pre-emphasis (y=r).
C and D have been reprocessed with variable pre-emphasis.

Subpíctures
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CIIAPTER 5

PROCESSING AREAGRAMS AS DIGITAT PICTT]RES

In the prevíous two chapters the t¡res of processíng described have treated

speech in the conventional way, that is as a one-dímensíonal tíme seríes.

However once VTAtr' estimation has been performed the speech is coded as a

two 'dímensional function of tíme and vocal-tract position. This

information is, of course, what ís displayed as an areagram and the present

chapter describes the effects of various ínage processíng techniques on the

areagram. Thus if the prevíous work is regarded as a pre-processíng this

can be regarded as a post-processing.

The ty¡les of processíng to be discussed include image interpolation, linear

filtering, peak and trough enhancement and grey level/colour assígrunent.

Interpolatíon ís necessary to provide a smooth looking display and linear

filtering will enhance varíous spatíal frequency bands of the image. Peaks

and troughs have artículatory signífícance and enhancement of them ís often

desirable. Assigning grey levels or colours ís very important ín

optinísing information transfer to the observer. However, in order to

míninise processing, ít is desirable to do this as autonomously as

possible.

0f course the spectrogram is also a digítal ímage and many of the above

techniques can be directly applied to ít. Examples of this are also gíven.

Figure 5. 1 shows the flow chart of the various stages of module 5, the

picture processing portion, of the software. These stages, which may be

applied to either the spectrogram or areagram, are perforned in the

following order: l



INPUT NN

COLOUR/GREY

MONITOR

LEVEL

ASSIGNMENT

(2 METHODS)

HARDCOPY

POWER

EXTREMA

BOXCAR

NON.LINEA
PROCESSIN

LINEAR/LINEAR

SINC/LINEAR

INTERPOLATIO

Figure 5.1 IMAGE PROCESSING AND DISPLAY
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Interpolation

Non-linear processíng

línear filtering

Grey level/colour assignment

Each stage operates on the output image from the previous stage. Thus if

peak and trough enhancement is performed in stage 2 linear filteríng may be

applied to this enhanced image in stage 3. However none of the first three

stages are obligatory, and all may be b¡passed. These stages will now be

discussed ín the above order.

5. 1 IMAGE INTERPOLATÏON

For convenience the notation p(urv) will be used to denote the non-

ínterpolated raw image (areagram or spectra). The values u and v are

discrete and refer to the l;rorízont'al and the vertical axes of the display.

Thus for both types of pictures u is tíme. For VTAI's v is distance from

the glottis and, for spectra, it ís frequency. It was intended to display

these images on a Lexídata 34OO ímage display system havíng a memory

capability of 640 (horízontal) by 572 (vertical) picture elements or

rpíxelsr. It is necessary to decide how long a segment of speech to

display on this system. Several different sizes were tríed experimentally

until a final display of 4 seconds of data arranged ín four one second

subpictures $/as chosen. Each subpicture is thus comparable to one standard

Sonagraph sheet [20]. The number of points to be plotted ín each

subpicture depends on sampling frequency f", computation interval N",

number of inverse fílter coefficients N, (for the VTAI'), and window length

N* (for the spectrum). Table 5.1 shows the size of each subpicture for the

usual values of Lhese parameters.

I

2

3

4
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TABLE 5.1

N

The first scheme is the most

in both y and x directions.

straightforward and uses linear ínterpolation

Thus ínterpolation frorn the given functíon

fcs
NNf Areagram

256 x 76

Spectrogram

256 x 64

Subpícture

512 x 128

w

16384 Hz 64 15 728

The Last column of thís table refers to the number of pixels available by

splittíng the Lexídata display into four subregions. This I¡¡as most

conveniently done ín practice by plottíng time in the vertical dírectíon

and the distance/frequency in the horízontal. However as spectrograms (and

areagrams) have time as the horízontal axís all images from the display are

rotated by 90o for víewíng. In the followíng díscussíon this rotatíon ís

pr:esuned and references to the horizontal, or x, axis refer to time and the

vertíca1r or yr axis to distance/frequency.

From table 5.1 it is clear that the interpolation for the areagram is more

dense than for the spectrogram, at least for the vertical axis. That is a

76 to 728 poínt ínterpolation for the forner as opposed to 64 to 128 for

the latter. However it should be noted that because of the límíted

ínfornation in spectrograms above 6 kllz often only the lower 75% of the

avaílabIe frequency bins were used. The vertical interpolation was then

from 48 to 728 points. The stronger interpolation required for the VTAITs

can cause some display problems as discussed below. Two types of

interpolation were investigated, a linear/linear scheme and a sínc

function/linear scheme.
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p(u,v) to the display function g(x,y) is given by the following scheme:

(f) For each pixel (r,,y) in the interpolated image evaluate:

and

ut=

vt=

xN/Nu'x

Y Nrr/Ny

(s. r)

(s .2)

(s.3)

where Nr, * N., is the size of the original subpícture and N" x N, the

síze of the interpolated ímage.

(2) Find the four nearest neighbours of the poínt (u' ,v'). Thus íf u'

and v' are non-integers then these can be found by truncatíng u' and v'

to get the lower integers u1 and v1, and gettíng the upper integers u2

and v2 by adding 1 to these values. The four neighbours are thus at

(u1,v1), (ur ,v2), (u2rv1) and (u2 rvz).

(3) Use the following fonnula to evaluate the interpolated value

g(x,Y):

g(x,y) = p(ur,vr)(1-ôu)(r-6.r)+n(ur,vr) ôu(1-ôv)

+ p(uz,vr) 6u(l-ôo)+n (uz,u2 ) ô.rôr,

where ô (u-u1)
u

and 6 (v-v1) (s.+¡

oJ
Figure 5.2 (A and B) show the result-¡ thís línear interpolation on the

areagram of the utterance We were away a year ago. t Figure 5.3 (A and

B) show the sane interpolation on the spectrogram of the same utlerance.

v

This type of interpolation can be implemented in a quick and efficient



FIG.5.2 Areagram:
t Í/e we re ar{ay - - t

interpolation.

A and B show linear/linear interporation on the phrase
C and D have been reprocessed wit.h sinc,/linear
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FIG.5.3 Spectrogrant: A and B strow linear/linear inÈerpolation on the
phrase tWe were ¿¡way --' C anrl D have been reprocessed wiLh sinc/linear
irrLerpolaLion. llaximun¡ frequency is 6kHz'
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manner and is quite effective for most purposes. The process is equivalent

to convolving the origínal picture with a triangular wíndow, of width twice

the samplíng ínÈerval,ín the u and then the v directions; thus obtainíng a

continuous functíon whích is then resampled at the new píxel separatíon.

Thís process is íllustrated, ín one dímensíon, in fígure 5.4. One possible

deficíency of linear interpolatíon is seen from examining this figure.

Thís ,is the fact that the orígínaL sample points will always be the maximal

values in the new picture. Thís can be seen more formally from equation

(5.3). Thus if p(u'rv') is the maxímum of the four rneighbours' of (u,v)

then:

g(x,y) < p(u',v') [(1-ôu)(1-ôv) + ôu(1-ôv)

+ ôy(1-ôu¡ + ô.rô\r]

= p(ut ,vt) (s.s)

Símilarly ít can be that if p(u:trv:k) is the lowest of the neighbours then:

g(xry) ) p(u;k,v^*) (s. o)

These results mean that changes is local extrema posíiions will not appear

smooth but rather as a seríes of díscontinuous 'jumpsr. Some evidence for

this is seen in figure 5.2 but a clearer example wíll be discussed in the

next section.

For spectra thís is usually no real problemr âs an interpolation ratio of

only 1:2 in both directions is necessary. (However, even here, for a

formant tracking requirement it may not be desirable to use this linear

interpolatíon.) As an interpolation raLio of 1:8 is needed for the

areagram in the y direction, then problems can clearly arise if local



x

LINEAR INTERPOLATION

X

SINC INTERPOLATION

Figure 5.4



As the areagram only needs a 1:2 interpolatíon in the x dírection the

línear scheme is usually quíte satisfactory. fn the y direction a sinc

functíon interpolation based on Whíttakert s rcardinal functionr

interpolation [21] was investigated. Here, instead of convolutíon with a

triangular function, convolution wíth a sinc function is performed.

Thus if the equívalent position v' is obtained from (5.2) then the

ínterpolated value at y is [22]:

N-1

n=0v

p(nv)
sín n(vr -
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extrema are to be emphasised or tracked.

such cases.

g(v)

This can be shown to be [23] given by:

sin ñ vr
e(v)

n=0v

An alternative scheme ís used for

)

N-1

n(vt-n,r)

p(nv) (-1)ov

(s.7)

(s.e)
tf vt-nv

Equation (5.8) should not be evaluated for v' = o., but rather the

substution g(n.r) = p(nv) made.

This ínterpolatíon, especially in the form of (S.g), can be made fairly

quickly but takes 2 Lo 3 tin¡es as long as the línear scheme. Figure 5.2 (C

and D) show this interpolatíon used for an areagram and figure 5.3 (C and

D) for a spectrogram. Little difference is apparent for the spectrogram

but the movement of extrema is more realistíc for the area function. This

method was thus used as standard for the areagram ínterpolatíon.

It should be noted thaÈ sinc ínterpolation jn both directíons was

invesÈigated experímentally but vJas not found to give any obvíous

advantage. In view of the increased processing tíme it was, therefore, not

used as the standard techníque.
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5.2 NON-IINEAR PROCESSING

The simplest ty¡re of non-Iínear processíng i's replacing each data point by

a power of ítself. That is g(x,y) is mapped onto Bn(x,y) by:

sn(x,v) = [g(*,y)]P (5.9)

For p>1 this increases the dynarnic range of the data and compresses ít for

p<1. ff p = 2 and g is the VTAF then B, becomes the true area. Figure 5.5

shows the same. utterance processed wíth p = 0.5(A), 1.0(B), 1.5(C) and

2.0(D). For p>1 data overflow can easíly occur due to finite word length

and must be guarded against. In general p = 1 was found to give the most

pleasíng display for areagrams. For spectrograrns a higher value produces

formant enhancement which may sometimes be desírable.

Consíderable effort has been expended investígating techníques for

enhancing local maxima and miníma. This 'extrema enhancementr is important

for various reasons. The case of formant analysís has already been

nentíoned and ín this case the enhancement can be seen as a preliminary to

formant extractíot [Zt+). In the case of the areagram these extrema

correspond to constrictions and openíngs of the vocal tract and are thus

ímportant in classifyíng speech. The tongue hump position is particularly

íurportant in thís regard [25]. Another reason for the interest in extrema

enhancement ís the possibility of exÈrapolating the tongue hump positíon,

for example, ínto regions where the Iínear prediction model does not hold.

The idea beíng that if the articulatory parameters can be extrapolated ínto

fricatives etc then ít may be possible to recognise then from príor

knowledge of their artículatíon.

Many dífferent schemes were tried to produce peak and trough (i.e.

extrema) enhancement of the areagram and the results hrere usually

disappointing. For example a multíplícatíve scheme which replaced each

píxel by the product of ítself and the maximun neighbour to eíther side in



FIG.5.5 The values of area for the
power 0.5(A), 1.0(B), 1.5(C), 2.0(D).

phrase rbeat' have been raised to the
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the x directíon had been found to .work very well on oceanographic data

1261. However for the areagram Èhe results were very inconsístent. After

consíderable experimentatíon variations on a símp1e basic algorithm were

developed and found Èo gíve satisfactory results.

The basíc one provídes peak enhancement/trough suppression as follows.

(l) Detect local maxíma or mínima withín a window of síze h i" the y

dírection.

(2) If g(x,y) ís local maxímum then g(*,y) -> 2 g(x,y)

If g(x,y) ís a local minimum then g(x,y) . eþ,y)/2.

Else g(x,y) ís unchanged.

Fígure 5.6 shows thís algorithm applied to an areagr:am. The subpíctures A

and B show a linear/linear and C and D sínc/linear ínterpolatíon. The

tjumpyt artífact is quite clear in the fírst two.

The second method is a varíatíon on the above. Thus after findíng a local

r¡axima at (xry) then, as before, replace this by 2 p(*,y). However also

replace p(x,y-1) and p(x,y+1) by 1.5 p(x,y-1) and 1.5 p(x,y+1)

respectively. Similar1y the adjacent píxe1s to a mínima are replaced by

0.75 tínes their initial value. As seen in fígure 5.7 (A and B) thís leads

to a broadening of the peaks and troughs. Fígure 5.7 (C and D) shows

another variation on this method. This time all non-extrema are replaced

by zeros and the extrema, and adjacent pixels, are unchanged. Figure 5.8

shows the effects of símilar processíng on a spectrogram.

5 .3 IINEAR I BOXCAR' T^JEIGHTING

Thís technique is

rectangular window.

the time direction.

símply the convolution of the image with a uniform

This was done to smooth out varíations particularly in



FIG.5.6 The utterance 'beat
enhancement technique. A and
by sinc/linear interpolation.
marked in C and D.

FIG.5.7 A

Lechnigue.

- boot' processed with the first extrema
B häve been linearly inLerpolaLed and C and D

The 'jumps' seen in A and B are much less

and B show the results of the second extrerna enhancement
c and D is a variation on this as described in tlte texL.
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FIC.5.8 The spectrogram equivalent
advantage in sinc ínLerpolation.

of fígure 5.6. There ís no obvious

FIG.5.9 The utterance 'bart' processed with 4 different boxcar h¡indows
These are A: lx1 B:3x1 C:5x3 D:9x5
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Thus g(x,y) ís replaced by S"(x,v) where:

B" (x rv)
vfN,>y
y'=y-

x+N
>'x

x I =x-Nx
8(x' ,Y')/N" (s. ro)

N
v

where the window ís of síze 2 Nx+l bV 2 N"+1. N" is the total number of

pixels in thís wíndow. Equatíon (5.10) is equivalent to multíplying the

spectrum of gs by a two dimensional sínc function and is thus a crude form

of low-pass filtering. Thus if B" is subtracted from g a form of'high

pass' fíltering is obtained. That is:

sn(x,v) = g(x,y) - B"(x,Y) (5.11)

Figure 5.9 shows the effects on areagrams of four dífferent sized windows.

ft 
. 
is ínterestíng to compare these with spectrograms smoothed by the

simílar windows. It appears that Èhe spectral estimates are more stable

than the VTAF estimates. This has a signíficance that will be díscussed in

the next chapter. FinaIIy ít should be noted that, hígh pass processing

was found to be not very useful as the results were very noisy. This is

unfortunate and contrary to the experience in other areas of ínage

processinc 1271.

5.4 GREY IEVEUCOTOUR ASSIGN}ÍENT

The dynamíc range of areas or spectral levels can be hígh. However the

human observer can only distinguish a comparatively small number of grey

levels or colours [28]. Accordingly some vlay must be found to map the

number of values of p(x,y) onto the 16 or so grey levels/colours which the

human can assimílate. Two assignment schemes were investigated. This

first was the 'minimum entropy loss' technique which had previously been

found useful in enhancing thermal structure in infrared ímages of the ocearl
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taken by satellíte [29]. This method works by equalizing the histogram of

the dísplayed images grey levels. That is, ít chooses thresholds so that

(approxímately) the same number of pixels fall ínto each grey level bín. A

fast algorithm to ímplement this was developed as follows:

(1) Defíne aî atray KIEVEI of dimensíon the same as the number of

levels in the (stored) picture data. T¡rically thís would be 7024.

(2) Count the number of data poÍnts in each bín. Thís can be done

quickly because, assuming all data falls in the range 0-1023, then a

pixel of value K can be counted by simply íncrementing'the array element

rr,EVEr(K).

(3) It is known how many píxels L, in all are to be displayed and

therefore the requíred number ín each bin of the displayed picture. For

'an M X N picture this is simply lû{/Ko where KO is the number of grey

leveIs or colours available. Having determined thís number the

can be found by addíng adjacent bins ofthresholds d1 r o2 o D-1

KLEVET (starting at K = 1) until l, ís reached. The first value of K

where thís occurs is then used as dl. This process ís then repeated for

all other thresholds. There wíÌl not usually be exactly l, pixels in

each bin but this rnethod leads to a good approxímation.

Grey level or colour assígnment is then given by the followíng

algorithm.

g(x,Y) + level k if uk-1 < g(x,y) 5 dk (s. rz¡

The reason for the name of this process ('minimum entropy loss') ís that it

can'be easily shown'that by equalizing the displayed hístogram tlie fírst

order entropy of the dísplayed image is maximisea [29].

The second technique used was equi-level thresholding, which is simply
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setting the thresholds ct at equal ínLervals. Unlike the prevíous scheme

thís results ín a hístogram re semblíng the input histogram. The two

processes are íllustrated ín figure 5.10.

For the second scheme the thresholds are related (1 < k < KO) bV:

d = ¿ (a constant)k-1

Usually this kind of techníque involves considerable operator intervention

to obtaín a satísfactory value of ¿. However ít was found that a

satisfactory a could be found autonomously for both kinds of data. Ttris

was done by computing the mean l-t and the standard deviation o of the

pícture. The sílences between utterances were ígnored in thís computation.

The interval e can then be set such that the avaílab1e grey levels/colours

fall equally between the values ¡t and ¡.t + 4o.

Thus 4"/Y\
(s. 13)

and ok = ¡t + (k-l)e

Fígure 5.11 shows the same areagram processed with both techníques. Both

give satisfactory results but as the second is easier to implement thís was

nearly always used. The effectiveness of (5.13) suggests that the VTAFTs

and spectra are close to Gaussian distribution.

Fínally ít will have been noted that colour, rather than grey level, has

usually been used to display the areagram in this study. This ís because

this results ín a more pleasíng dísplay. Thus grey level areagrams appear

blurred and lack definítion. Some evídence that this is a significant and

not just a cosmetic effect is given in the next chapter. Figures (S.fZ¡

and (5.13) show grey level areagrams of differing separation beÈween grey

levels. By dropping some grey levels (fiSure 5.13) a sharper, Iess

'blurred' , picture results. The same effect does not occur with

spectrograms, and colour does not appear to add a great deal to these.

(t-
k

¿-
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FIG.5.11 Part of 'we were away
assignment techniques. A and B

processed by different grey-Ievel /colour
equi-level and C and D equi-bin.
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FIG.5.12 'Standard' grey level areagram wiÈh 18 levels.
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FIG.5-13 Same as figure 5.12 but with only 5 levels. Some improvement is
apparent.

I'IG.5.14 Some discontinuity in the grey scale leads to an routlining' of
structure.
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These aspects are discussed further in the next chapter.

Fígure 5. 14 illustrates a different approach to the grey level areagram

problem. Ilere several discontínuities have been íntroduced into the grey

scale and this leads to a quite effective routlining'of structure.
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CHAPTER 6

VISUAL RECOGNITION OF T}IE AREAGRA.I'I AND SPECTROGRA}Í

There are a number of reasons which, potentially, make the VTAF a suitable

tool for the phoneme pattern recognition task; that is for the

classíficatíon, by man or machine, of indívidual phonemes. These include

the fact that the pitch component of speech has been removed, and thus so

has an ímportant part of the dífference between male, female and child

speech. Pitch ín ítself does not contribute to phoneme recognítion ín

Englísh [30]. What should be then left is purely articulatory ínformation,

which is more or less constant for speakers wíth similar accents. Thus

vowels are classífied by phoneticists [3t,:Z] as being frontal or back,

closed or open according to the behaviour of the vocal tract and the

positíon of the tongue hump. The areagram displays thís information in a

visíble form and the hope was that visual classificatíon of the utterance

may be possíble. To test thís ídea a data-base of símple CVC (consonant-

vowel-consonant) utterances rùas buíIt-up and a randomised vísual

presentation technique used to evaluate the visual classificatíon potential

of the areagram. For comparison a database of spectrograms of the same CVC

utterances was assembled and tested. The opportunity was also taken to

compare the recognisability of both colour and grey-Ieve1 areagrams and

spectrograms. This is an ímportant test in íts own right with Ímplications

over a much wider field than the present visible speech study.

6.7 EXPERII"ÍENTAL PROCEDURN

The tíme series database consisted of 4 repeÈitions of the CVC utterances

tbeat', 'boot', rbat' and rbart' by 12 Australian speakers including two

females. The voweLs /i/, /u/, /ae/ and /a/ were chosen because they

correspond to extreme positions in the vowel quadrílateral. Thus, as seen
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in figure 6.1, /í/ is frontal and open, /u/ ís back and open, /ae/ is

frontal and closed, and /a/ is back and closed.

The utterances were digitised and edited as described ín Appendix A. Thís

edited database was used as the input to the subsequent processíng.

Detaíls of the spectral analysís and VTAF computatíon are given in

Table 6.1.

TABIE 6.1

Database For Classificatíon Test

Number of speakers : 12 (10 maIe, 2 female)

Number of CVC uÈterances : 4 (repeated 4 tirnes)

Samplíng frequency z L6384 Hz (8 kHz Nyquíst)

Computation ínterval : 64 samPles

Window length : 792 samPles

l,iíndow shape : Hanning

fnverse filter coefficíents (VTAI') : L6

Maxímum freguency dísplayed (Spectra) : 6.0 kHz

The picture processíng performed on the resulting areagrams and

spectrograms !{as miníma1 ví2. standard interpolation and smoothing by u

7(}1orí2.) x 3(vertical) boxcar window. Grey level/colour assignment was by

the equí-separation method and 1B grey levels/colours were used.

Two t¡lpes of pictures were requíred for testing. These are the multi-

utterance and single utterance areagrams and spectrograms. The multi-

pictures have a complete set of the four CVC utterances from a síngle

speaker and the single píctures have just one CVC utterance. This single

utterance subpicture r./as placed ín the same locatíon on all single

pictures. No uLterance identifícation data was included ín the single

pictures. Fígure 6.2 shows a multi-areagram and fígure 6.3 a single-

areagram from the same speaker but for a different repetitíon. For the
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comparison tests different repetitions rdere used for the multi and single

pictures.

The test itself really consisted of four separate tests where the

recognisabilíty of grey areagrams r Brey spectrograms, colour areagrams and

colour spectrograms rrras measured. To minimise the time of each of these

tests only data from 6 speakers was used, one of whom was female. For each

test 6 multí-píctures was thus needed and, 24 single pictures. After some

experímentation prínts rather than transparencíes were used. This was

logistícaIly easíer and reduced settíng-up time. The test proceeded as

folÌows:

(1) Each of the six subjects was given one of the multi-pictures.

(2) Each subject was handed one síngle picture. They then had to note

on a standard form which of the four subpíctures on theír multi-picture

thís síngle picture most resembled. This was done by circling one of

the letters A B C or D on the form. The subjects had to make one choíce

and could not leave blank ansh/ers.

(3) After 30 seconds a buzzer sounded and each single picture was

handed on Èo the next subject.

(4) f,lhen each of the 24 single pictures had to be classified by all

subjects they were míxed randomly and each multi-picture was passed to

the next subject. The whole process then proceded until all 24 single

pictures had again been classified. This random mixing and single-

picture classifícation was repeated a total of six times and thus each

subject had the opportunity to classify each single pícture against each

multi-picture. Seating was arranged so that subjects could not see the

results of their neíghbourrs classification.

The whole process ís illustrated in figure 6.4. A single test (e.g. of

grey spectrograms) took about 90 minutes. The total test progran lasted
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for 6 hours, and was spread over.four days to mínimise subject boredom.

The order of carrying out these tests is shown ín t'abJe 6.2.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

TABTE 6.2

Grey spectrograms

Grey areagrams

Colour areagrams

Colour spectrograms

Before the start of the test program only a mínimum amount of

ínformatíon v¡as gíven to the subjects. They were simply told thaÈ they

were taking part in a rspeech pattern recognitíon testr without any

further explanation. None of the subjects had any familiarity wíth

spectrograms or areagrams. A short rdummy runt usíng another set of

pictures was used before conducting the actual tria1.

6.2 TEST RESULTS

During the test the actual order of the single píctures $¡as noted by the

experímenter. A cry¡rtic ídentifyíng code on the back of the single

pictures enabled him to do ' this. The look-up table to identífy each

picture was not known or available to the subjects.

All of the choíces on the standard forms were entered into the computer, as

were the random orderings of the single pictures.

In their most basíc form the results of the tests are shown ín table 6.3.

This simply shows the number of correct and incorrect labels applied to the

test utterances as an absolute number and also as a percentage. Results

from all subjects are combíned.
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TABIE 6.3

LABEI ASSIGNMENTS

Correct Incorrect

Grey Spectrograms 646 276

Colour Spectrograms 666 218

Colour Areagrams 524 340

Grey Areagrams 395 469

Before assessíng the dífferences between the classes the h¡rothesís of

random result should be tested. That is did the subjects assign lables A,

B, C and D randomly? Now events A, B, C and D occurred with egual

frequency thus Lhe probability of the subject guessing the label correctly

ís 0.25 on this hy¡rothesís. The (nu1l) hypothesis to be tested is then:

Ho: u4 (6.1)

where p is the probabilíty of success in each trial.

Now the t¡re of experiment descríbed here is of the binomíal kind [3¡] as

only two results are possíble at each trial (success or failure). Also the

probabílíty of success p is constant at each trial and repeated trials are

índependent. The probability dístríbution of the binoníaI random variable

X1 the number of successes in n independent tríals is [gg]:

b(x;n,p) = (T) p*(t-p)o-* (6.2)

An error of the first. kind (tyl¡e I) occurs when Hs is accepted r¿hen ít is

false. The probability of this error is û and ís given by:

n
: b (x; n,p)
x=x

o

p

ü= (6.3)
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where X is the crítícal value. To evaluate d it is easier to use the
o

normal distribuÈion approximatíon to the bínomíaI distribution. Thus for n

trials X is approxímately normally distríbuted with mean ¡.t and variance 02

given by:

np
n p(1-p) (6.4)

where:

z X-np (6.s)

^lãt(rpl

enables cr to be obtained i-n terms of the standardízed normal dístributíon

n(z;0,1). Thus:

o
d = J n(z;0,1) dz (6.6)

z=Z

where Zo = (Xo-tt)/o. Choosing Xo egual to the values of successful trials

in table 6.4 leads to the probabilíties of ty¡re f errors for these data.

As these errors are vanishingly small (8.1 10-nt is the largest) they are

not shown in EabLe 6.4; rather than the ûrs the values of the Zo's, in

units of o, are shown.

TABIE 6.4

H PROBASILITY OF OBSERVED RESUI.TS
o

l.l
02

Replacíng X by the random variabLe Z,

o

grey spectrogram

colour spectrogram

grey areagram

colour spectrogram

z
o

34o

35o

24o

74o
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These values of oxo are so low that it appears Hs can be rejected for aII

pícture types. Thus all dísplayed images have highly sígnifícant (ín the

statístical sense) classification properties.

However the overall aim of thís test ís to compare the performance of the

spectrogram recognition versus areagram recognítion and of colour versus

grey level píctures. Thís can be considered the problem of estímating the

difference between various sets of two proportions. Thus ít is inLended to

test:

Hl: Proportíon of correct grey spectrograms versus proportion of

correct Srey areagrams.

H2z Proportion of correct colour spectrograms versus proPortion of

correct areagrams.

H3: Proportíon of correct colour spectrograms versus Proportion of

correct grey spectrograms.

H4z Proportion of correct colour areagrams versus proportion of

correct grey areagrams.

Suppose that the recognítion process is a binomial one with probability of

being correct p, for one image ty¡re and p* for another. For samples of

size n1 and n2 these distributions have means n1p1 and rr2p2 and varíances

n1p1(1-pr) and n,pz(7-pz) respectively. Suppose the proportíon of success

Ín each sample ís f1 and fr2. It can be shown [34] that the confidence

interval of (1-o) 100"/ for the difference of two binomial parameters Pr-Pz

is approximately:
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ñ,(t-Ê,) + ô^(1-û.)

tr,.

ô, {r- , ) * û^(1-Ê")

TABTE 6.5

Confidence ïntervals

Pt'Pz(9s%)

o. 183/0.398

o.059/0.270

-0.7s6/0.r22

0.035/0.263

t n

-p , (6.7)
al2 nr 7

where Zo/Z í" the value of the standard normal. curve leaving an area of a/2

to the ríght.

For the present test ít is arguable just how large the samples n1 and n2

actually are. This is because although 144 classífications are made by

each observer only 24 índependent subpictures are used. Randomízing the

set of 24 was intended to alleviate this problem buL to be conservative it

will be assumed that only 24 índependent labellings are done by each

subject. Conbining resulÈ for the síx subjects gives 144 independent

classifications per picture t54pe.

This was done by dividing the results of each of the 144 classificatíons

per subject by 6 and then adding these together. Thus the results of table

6.2 axe, in effect, divíded by 6 and î! = tt2 = L44. Choosíng values of 95%

and 99% for the confidence levels yields the íntervals shown in table 6.5.

n

H1:

H2:

H3:

H4:

ô1

0.747

0.777

0.77L

0.606

0.457

o.606

0.748

Pz Pr_P @9,/")

0.r49/0.432

0.026/0.302

-0.706/0.t52

o .oool o .2990.457

6.3 TEST INTERPRETATIONS
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Several obvious conclusions can be drawn from table 6.5. The Srey

spectrogram is sígnificantly better than the grey areagram for this t¡re of

classífícatíon (H1). However this dífference, whilst statistically

significant, is not partícularly large for areagrams and colour

spectrograms (H2). There is no sígnificant difference between colour and

grey level spectrograms (H3) but a sígnificant one between colour and grey

level areagrams (H4). It is cerÈainly clear that whatever improvement that

may have arisen by removing pítch information ín the areagram display is

not apparent in this test. Perhaps the observed instabílity of the VTAI

estimates (Chapter 5) r compared with spectral estimates, has masked any

benefit from the removal of pítch. There is some indication that. this

instabilíty arises from VTAtr' computation and is not inherent to the linear

prediction process. Thus spectra generated by linear predíction analysís

are. much more stable than theír corresponding VTAF's (n. Fensome, private

communication). Other workers have also noted instabilities ín VTAI'

estímates [35,36] .

The difference between grey level and colour VTAF's is very interesting and

appear to be the first result of this nature reported. There is noÈ a

great dífference between the 'channel capacíty' of humans in grey levels or

colours 128r37] so the result ís surprising. One tentatíve explanation for

this ís that the well known íntensíty 'dífferencíng' effect (known as

'lateral inhíbitíon' in the psychology líterature) is at work. This leads

to a grey level wedge appearing to have bars ('Mach bands') ínstead of

edges [38,39] and could be reducing the effectiveness of the slowly varying

grey level areagram. As the spectrogram has much sharper peaks than the

areagram this effect would here be much less marked, as is observed. In

the areagram, by dropping out alternate grey levels, (section 5.4) an

artifícial partial compensation for thís effect is introduced. Also the

differencíng is much less marked for colour wedges, which is also

consistent with the observations.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCTUDING P.EMARKS

The axeagxam has been proposed as a complementary display to the

spectrogram to provide articul-atory information to the observer in an

easily absorbed format. It has been shown that the synoptic properties of

thís dísplay enable processing deficiencíes to be readily spotted. Using

the l{akíta algoríthm the vocal tract areas can be quickly computed.

However the effects of random noíses and zetos in speech may produce gross

VTAI' errors. The former can be detected and suppressed but a more

comprehensíve speech model should be developed to accommodate the latter.

Some attempts at such modelling have of course been made made [40 r47] tut

these are very slow to compute. An efficíent algoríthm is needed.

Reasonably fast ínterpolatíon and image processing techniques are available

for the areagram. More work needs to be done on vocal tract constrictíon

enhancement and tracking. It may be possíble to extrapolate (forwards or

backwards) into non-voiced speech sounds in this way. The vísual

classífícation performance of the areagram is disappointing, particularly

for the grey-level display. A significant ímprovement may be made here by

reducing ínstabilities in the VTAI estimates. Thís could be done by the

use of pitch synchronous processíng but at a consíderable increase in

processing time ISS]. The signifícant increase in classifícation

performance achíeved by codíng the areagram in colour ís a most interesting

result and should be investigated further.

In summary it is believed

complementary display to

that the areagram is a useful and informatíve

the spectrogram and one whích is worth further

investigation and development
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APPENDIX A

DATA ACQUISITION AND TIME SERIES EDITING

fn this Appendix some aspects of the speech processíng package developed

for this study but not covered earlíer are discussed. These are basícally

associated with the data acquísítion and time series edítíng. Before

díscussing these a brief description of the hardware used ís given.

Initíal1y a software package, mainly ís FORTRAN, was written for use on a

mini-computer system based on a Data General Supernova. An extended

replacement package was wrítten ín PL/I when it was decíded to transfer the

speech processíng Lo a mainframe IBM 370/3033 system. In the first stage

the only display available was a Tektroníx 4010 which was later

supplemented by a Tektroníx 305 intensíty modulated display. In the second

stage a Tektroníx 4015 wíth enhanced graphics mode became available. Thís

was useful in the tíme series editing mode as described below. lVaterfall

and pseudo three-dimensional plots could be made on this. An example of

the latter is shown in figure 4.1. A Lexídata 3400 colour display system

was later added to the mainframe and this was used to produce the areagrams

and spectrograms shown earlíer. The data acquísition system ís nolá/

detailed.

A.1 DATA ACQUISITION

All speech used in thís study was initíally recorded on analog B mm tape.

No special studio recording facilitíes \.vere used; partly for convenience

and partly to enable speech of a realistic quality to be obtained. A

commercial portable 4 track tape recorder (Uher Reporter) and a síngle

standard commercía1 mícrophone was always used. Recordings were made at

the highest speed available ( 20cm/s ).
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Figure 4.2 shows the method for dígí-t'izir^g the recorded analog

sígnals. The signal was played back from the Uher and filtered

cascaded sequence of low-pass filters set somewhat below the

frequency. Throughout this study the following parameters h¡ere

obtain a digital speech representatíon.

speech

us].ng a

Nyquist

used to

TABIE 4.1

Recordíng and playback speeds

Digítal samplíng rate

Analog to digital convertor

Iow-pass filter cutoff

Filter ro11-off

Digital Computer Compatible

Tape (CcT)

_1
: 20cm sec

: 7 6.384 kIJ'z

z 72bíL +5V

: 8.00 kHz

: 48 dB/octave

: 9 tracks

: 800/ 1600 BPI

As seen in figure 4.2 two methods of digitízing were available. This is

largely a relic of the two dífferent systems used at dífferent stages of

thís study. In the earlier stages data were transferred to computer

compatíble tape (CCT) at 800 BPI for the DG Supernova System or at 1600 BPI

for the IBU 3033 mainframe. In íts final configuration data was

transferred directly to the IBM disk drives and the íntermedíate CCT stage

avoided.

A.2 TIME SERIES EDITING

There are several features associated with the dígiLized raw speech signals

which are undesirable. These are basically Lhe presence of extraneous

noise (e.g. microphone 'clicks', throat clearing, etc) and the varying

length of silences between utterances. To remove these effects a visual

display editing program was written to dísplay the raw time seríes, page by
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Pager and Èo allow

standardíse the sílence

the operator to remove the noisy segmen

duration between utterances. I^lhen edíting ís

complete the operator can rewrite the edíted speech to a new dísk dataset

which is then available to the next stage of the processing.

Figure 4.3 shows the steps involved ín the editíng process. After

selecting the required raw dataset the operator inputs the starting point

(in record lengths of LO24 words) and the fírst page of time series data ís

displayed. A tp.g.' corresponded to 8 seconds of speech data and was

displayedr âs shown ín the example of figure 4.4, on a single Iíne of

seconds long. As only 4096 screen points can be addressed by the 4015 in

the x directíon only every 32nd of the 137072 data poínts per líne could be

displayed. The first stage of edíting ís setting the vertical gain for

display. This ís done recursívely by accepting values from the keyboard

and displaying the first page of data untíl the operator is satisifed.

This does not take long as the maxímum values of the signal are known a

priori and it ís simple to set a default value for y gain based on this.

Ilaving set this value edíting can begin. Thís is done by enablíng the

cross-haír cursor of the 4015 and using this to select the beginníng and

end-points of the required speech segments. At each stage of the process

the operator can input various alphanumeric characters to achieve the

following:

(1) Select start of required segment.

(2) Select end of segment and transfer segment to output buffer.

(3) Display nev¡ page.

(4) End edítíng and Èransfer output buffer to dísk.

By ty¡ring two start keys in succession a selection can be aborted and to

prevent confusíon when the page was 'turnedr a warrring symbol is displayed
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íf a segment selection had already begun on the prevíous page. fn general

this program works very satisfactoríly and large amounts of speech data can

be rapídIy edited.
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Ouas¡-Periodic lnstability in a
Analysis of Voiced

D. G. NICHOL, tvteunER, IEEE, AND R. E. BOGNER, tvtntr.lnrR, trre

positioning of the analysis window can influence a¡ea function
estimates.

The problem can be largely overcome by using longer time windorvs
(geater than 2.5 pitch periods), or alternatively, by avetaging the area

functions over several adjacent intervals.

L lNtnooucrlo¡.¡
(:l EVERAL attempts have been made recently to use lirlelr
ùprediction .nulysis oI speech lo¡ isolated-word [1], [21
and spoken-digit recognition [3] , [a] . The teature chosen r,or

the recognition algorithm in these studies wls the sct of lin¿rlr

prediction coefficients. [t is well knorvn that art estin]atr' r)!'

the vocal tract area lunctìon can be derii'ed from the'sc.:.¡'
efficients t-51-t7l and the present paper i.rrose lrom a stttclr i,t'
the usefulness of this function lor both speech and vc¡icc

recognition, Because clf the extensive inlormation available

from phonetic and articulatory studies of speech producti\-rn.

it was believed that the vocal tract area tunction (VTAF)

0096.3s18/78/0600.0210$00.7s o 1978 IEEE
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Fig. l. Vocal tract area function fo¡ sentence "Speak to me now, bad
kangaroo! "

would be an advantageous feature for the pattern recognition
process. To test this idea, and also to compare the various

formulations of the linear prediction models, it was decided to
display the VTAF as an intensity-modulated picture of vocal

tract position versus time, with the area plotted as a grey level.

Thls is, of course, a similar display to the well-known spec-

trogram. We shall refer to these displays as VTAF pictures.
Fig. I shows a typical VTAF picture produced from real

speech. The most obvious feature of this picture is the strong

pulsations seen, for example, in the segments labeled 2, 5, and

8. It is believed that these pulsations are artifacts of the

analysis as'no evidence of them is apparent in the time series

or spectrogram.

Before discussing this phenomenon in more detail, we

describe búefly the production ofthe pictures.

II. Expsn[úENTAL REsuLrs

A. The VTAF Picrure

The first linear prediction model used in this study was that
due to Wakita [7] , This is a so-called autocorrelation tech-
nique and was chosen because, for non-pitch-synchronous
analysis, these formulations are generally more stable and

robust than the "covariance" methods, although for pitch-
synchronous analysis the latter are capable of giving better
estimates ol the actual vocal tract [8] , [9] .

Suppose that the antialiasing filtered speech signal is sampled
at trequency fr= llT, and that /,rrrl samples are included in
each autocorrelation window agd that a new computation of
the VTAF is made every nc samples. If nr linear prediction
coeffìcients are used, then my=rnt I I vocal tract areas are

produced at time intervals of lc where

t"= nrT. (l)
Denotins the arrav of vocal trâct areas ¿,lr) obtained at time t

as a vector a(f) we have

a(t)= a1(t),azG) a{t) ' ' 'a^v?\. Q)

If n successive estimates of g(t) are evaluated, then the re-

sulting sets of these s(r) may be regarded as an (m X n) matrix

Art Ar2 Atn

AZt OZZ Azn

1=

where we have written a^, for a^(nt").
This matrix can be plotted as an Qn X n) digital picture

where the grey levels are assigned by some mapping from the

values of the elements of ,4 to the set of grey levels.

To produce Fig. I the values fi = 8192 Hz, my = 9, n14 = 64,
nc = 64, and n = 1024 were used. Now a 9 X 1024 picture is a

very cumbersome shape, and so this was split into eight

9 X 128 subpictures, which for display purposes were inter-
polated (by a two-dimensional fast Fourier transform) into
eight 36 X 512 subpictures. These eight subpictures were

plotted, one below the other, as in Fig. I on an intensity-

modulated CRT, The bottom of each subpicture represents

the glottis and the top the lips. The grey levels have been

assigned such that the larger the area the greater the whiteness.

Thus the point of maximum constriction is the darkest region

in each column. It should be noted that the Wakita model as-

sumes a constant glottis area and thus the lower edge of each

picture is a constant grey level. Some regions of the picture

are blank. This is due to use of an energy'detecting algoritl-rm

which assigns arbitrary zero levels to the VTAF's when the

total signal occurring in the time series window is below a

given threshold (as during silences between utterances). Each

subpicture represents I s of real time, and thus 8 s is shown

overall.
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B, Observations

In Fig. I the occurrence of periods of pulsations is easily

observed; the most obvious of these are indicated in the pic-

ture. The utterance shown in this picture is the phrase "Speak

to me now, bad kangaroo!" repeated three times by an Aus-

tralian female speaker. The observed pulsations occur during
constant vowel segments where little or no real change in the

vocal tract is occurring.
This is supported by an examination of the speech tirne

series corresponding to the utterance. Fig. 2(a) shows the

speech waveform corresponding to the /ae/ in "bad" which for
this speaker is remarkably stationa¡y. The corresponding

VTAF's are plotted in Fig. 2(b) utd are clearly fluctuating, an

effect which does not auger well for using the VTAF's in any

autonlatic speech recognition p¡ocess. The plots in Fig. 2(b)
are in fact the square root of the VTAF,and thus the estimates

of area actually vary by the order of 9: I during this appar-

ently stationary segment.

We had not observed this phenomenon previously

though several VTAF pictures of Australian male speal

peating the same phrase had been made. This suggestt

the phenomenon may be sensitive to pitch period.

Now fo¡ linear prediction models of the Wakita ty¡
analysis begins by windowing the time series by a H
weighting function. The only parameler which is ch

during a stationary segment is thus the position of the

pulse within the Hanning window (unless the analysis i

synchronous). We shall now examine this effect and s

can cause the observed phenomenon.

III. ANnlvsIS oF WINDow PoslrloN Eruecrs
\ile examine the effect of the time relationship betwr

autocorrelation window and the speech waveform (l
To facilitate analysis we use a model comprising a t

order (two-junction, three-section) vocal tract yielding

pulse response of the form

h(n)= rn cosnc^rT, n=0,1,2' " .
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We use a window of the form

I I 2n(n-d\ ¡/ N
w(n)=-+rcos-' n=-ttot- (5)

where d is the delay whose effect is of interest, and ¡y' the

duration of the window is large compared with l/(r - l), i.e.,

the interval over which the impulse response has significant

magnitude. The excitation is taken to be a unit pulse, and thus

the model speech signal s(n) is the same as /r(n).

This model is not realistic, but it does aid our appreciation

of effects which can arise, and yields a suffìcient explanation

of our observations.

Fig.3 shows how variation of the delay affects the windowed

signal sr(n). Two cases are shown, viz.,1)centered window,in

which w(r) * I over the effective duration of s(n), i'e,,we have

s*(rr) * s(n), and 2) delayed window, in which the curved rise

of w(n) progressively magnifìes the signal, producing a conì-

pensation of the damping of s(n).
Fig. 4 shows, for example, the shape of the window

lznl
wa(n)=o.s 

lt 
+cosfr (n- 6r) J ,u',

compared with the exponential Rrî with R=0.014 and

r1 = 1.26, which were chosen in an ad hoc manner simply for

demonstration purposes. The exponential appears to be a

reasonable approximation to ru¿(n).

We see that for s(n) of the fonn

s(n) = r! cos nuT (7)

with r( I the delayed window would cause sr(rr) to be

approximately

sr(n) = s(n) w¿(n) * R(rrr,)" cos zrc.¡I' (8)

Now, for speech sampled at 10 000 s-l , the value of r, is likely
to he in the rcnoe O SR5-O.S li e. aonroximatelv 50-300 Hz

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Physical tube model. (b) Sigral flow model'

formant bandwidth, respectively)' Thus, the apparent value of
the ratio corresponding to rs in s(n) as given bV (7) becomes

the value rrr, in (8) and the latter may be grossly in error, and

even exceed unity, as with the example values of r1 = | '26 and

rs = 0.9.
Next we study the effect of a discrepancy in the value of

r" on the area function of a model vocal tract.

Fig. 5 shows an acoustic tube (or transmission line model) of
a vocal tract in which there are th¡ee sections of arca a^,
m=O al the lips end, I for the middle section, and 2 at the

glottis. The¡e a¡e thus two junctions whose volume velocity

ieflection coeffìcients Fm,m= I and 2aregivenby [10,p'66] '

=om-l 
- om

4m-r I am

The termination at the lips is assumed to be equivalent to a

tube section of inhnite area, resulting in a volurne velocity re-

flection coeffìcient of -l' For convenience in analysis, we

associate ali the delay (i.e., sum of delays for forward and

backward traveling waves) with the backward traveling wave

in each section. The physical model of Fig' 5(a) may then be

represented by the sigral'flow model ol Fig' 5(b)'

Analysis of this model shows that the transler function

H(z) = U{z)lU6Q) is given bY

H(z) =
(l + ¡rt) (l + ¡rt) (t0)

| + z-r ¡rr (l + pz) - z-2 ltz

4 u¡a¡

(ø6 + at) (a1 + a2)

!m

I

t+z_,(:k)(ffi)r,- (?+)

I P. lr
z

l+Fz 1+pl

The impulse response of this system is ol the lornl

(11)
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h(n)= h(O)rn costtøT 0Ð rABl.E I

whe¡e Ptll-¡ Posltloxs ¡x T¡nlls oF FoRvANT FREeuENCT[s AND B^Nr
(rrrln F,rxr Il-l]¡

¿(0) = rr + pl) (r * s,) = 

^:ir"-t-^ 
(r3) v.!{i, Jil:' ï:ill, ,;ï*' ;:lîlî; ,Ii:ï;ïil, ,ii"'

" Q¡ - Otr' = -lJz
ot t at

(.14)

and

cosc¡z= - jr,(rì¡,,) =+(h)ffi) (rs)

From (14) we see that, for tlùs two-junction niodel, the
danrping ratio r depends onl¡' on the reflection coeffìcient of
the junction closest to the glottis, i.e., on the area ratio at tlús

bV (8) is thus 6 X 10-4 s, and the ¡elevant values of¡for use
in these equations are (rrr1)6 or (rr)ó. Of course, this change
in fact replaces the second-order system by a 12th-order sy-s_
tem if the original sampling rate is maintained, since de_
nominator factors of H(z) in (12) of the form

(1- z-t , tÌ-r)
are replaced by factors ofthe form

(l - z-ø r' ei'-T).

Each of these factors results in six poles, but the base pole of
each is the same as previously, i.e., at z = rei-T .

From (14) we find

az=

and

daz

7 +12
- ¡ ull-r' (16)

4r

such great sensitivities. For exanrple, varying r fronl (

0.99 causes a2la1 to charge front 9.53 to 99.5. Clear
effect is sufficient to account for variations as large a
observed in Section II-8.

For completeness, \rye study the effect at the first ju:
We note that aT is not affected by the window del¿
nornenon, and thus we set d(coscoZ)=O when di
tiating (l 5).

We find

r
Qo =ot - -- ^ cos c¿?nItr'

/æ

/It

/E/

616

alt

5i0

23t

2244

900

615

130

170

240

t00

110

5Ì t072 243A

2722

31¿0

2400

?375

34 l0

3900

3700

3?20

3320

72

95

la

65

50

195939

60

54

69

and

dao

Og

dr
7-r2

-r1r +11al

From (17) and also (18) we see that the proportional varia-
tion of either area 01 or e2 with r, while the other is fixed be-
comes very great as r -+ l. we found earlier that the effect of
the delayed window on the apparent damping was suffìcient
to nrake r pass through unity, and thus the system may incur

which shows that the area ratios at the first junction a
strongllr influenced by r.

Note also that there is a gross effect on the initial valu
of the '*'indowed response. Via (13) we see that this can
the product of the junction transmission coefficients
(1 +¡r,) (1 + ¡.rz). The effect on a parricular fearure, hor
is not explicit.

For more complex vocal tract models, the effects are
complex. but we have demonstrated a sufficient mech,
to account study
showed that
a five-pole ' ,l'i::
tures, but un

IV. Exprn¡vENrAL DrecNosrs

To test these ideas, synthetic vowels were generated (i
computer) using an all-pole filter and known excitation
tion. Details of the synthesis algorithm used are givr
Rogers [12]. The four poles used were derived fron
values of formant positions and bandwidths given by
[13] (Table I).

Fig. 6 shows plors of the VTAF,s obtained for the synr
vowel lael when the pitch period rro has been made equ
the computation interval r". In each of the four colu
however, the "phase" of the excitation function relati,
the computation window is different (as indicated ir
figure). Clearly, the areas calculated vary with this p
This means thal when n, * n", the area calculated from a
stant waveform will fluctuate as the position of the excitt

Q2

dr

dat

O1

o, I - ra (11)

(1 8)

and

dr
-4r

T;Ta2
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impulse changes within the window. Fig. 7 shows this happen-

ing when /,p = 0.8 rrc for fìve different synthetic vowels.

The reason that this effect had ¡rot been observed in previous

VTAF pictures of male speakers is believed to be that the com'
putation interval used (64 samples, equivalent to 7.8 I ms at

8192 Hz sampling rate) is quite close 1o the pitch period ot
the speakers analyzed. Thus, fluctuations are not observed as

the excitation tlnction remains in a nearly coltstant position
in the Hanning window. It should be remembered, however,
that the errors may still be present in the analysis but not
show up as fluctuations, For the female speaker np =O.9 n"
and the fluctuations are obvious (Fig. 1). This interpretation
is supported by the fact that fluctuations did appear in male

WAF\ that have been reprocessed with larger values of rt".

Fig. 8. Increasing nw to 3,5 n, supp
'vowel

PHASE SHIF]
(PROPORiLON OF

CON4 PU IAI I C N

INTERVÄL)

resses the fluctuations for synthetic
læ1.

V. SuppnEsslNc THE Fluc'rurLto¡s
It appears lrorn the above discttssion that a ¡rltrtial cttre for

the problem of flucttrations rvould be to increrlse the size ol
the Hanning window trsed to estilìllìtÈ lhe ltrtoctlrrelltiott
tincti<¡n. This should intprove the estitrirte rlf rr. Fig' 8

shows the synthetic vowel /ae/ as shown in Fig' 6 btrt rvith
t1$) = 3,5np. We see that the variations are suppressed. To test

this on real speech the VTAF picture (Fig. l) was reprocessed

with nlv = 192 (approximately 3.5 np) and the result is shown

in Fig. 9. The fluctuations have indeed been largely suppressed.

r-)
/-)
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8

VL CoNcr-uDrNG REMARKS

The autocorrelation methods of linear prediction have a cer-
tain attraction in terms of robustness and economy of com-
puting effort. We have shown that care must be taken in
choosing window lenghs for the analysis, but provided this is
done, then consistent estimates of the vocal tract area are ob-
tained. If Hanningwindows of length>.2.5n, are used,the re-
sultant area functions appear to have the robustness desirable
for automatic speech recogrrition, or for use in visual displays
for speech training and phonetic studies. trVe recognize that
while the acoustic tube models so obtained may be consistent,
they may not represent the shape of the vocal t¡act accurately.
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